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An outstanding author team presents the ultimate Wrox guide to ASP.NET MVC 4Microsoft
insiders join giants of the software development community to offer this in-depth guide to
ASP.NET MVC, an essential web development technology. Experienced .NET and ASP.NET
developers will find all the important information they need to build dynamic, data-driven
websites with ASP.NET and the newest release of Microsoft's Model-View-Controller technology.
Featuring step-by-step guidance and lots of code samples, this guide gets you started and
moves all the way to advanced topics, using plenty of examples.Designed to give
experienced .NET and ASP.NET programmers everything needed to work with the newest
version of MVC technologyExpert author team includes Microsoft ASP.NET MVC insiders as
well as leaders of the programming communityCovers controllers, views, models, forms and
HTML helpers, data annotation and validation, membership, authorization, security, and
routingIncludes essential topics such as Ajax and jQuery, NuGet, dependency injection, unit
testing, extending MVC, and RazorIncludes additional real-world coverage requested by readers
of the previous edition as well as a new case study example chapter

From the Inside FlapAn updated guide to ASP.NET MVC 4 from an author dream teamLearn
ASP.NET MVC 4, a cutting-edge web framework, from Microsoft insiders and respected
software development community leaders. After a brief introduction to the ASP.NET MVC
framework, the authors dive straight into all the important information you need to build dynamic,
data-driven websites with ASP.NET and the newest release of Microsoft's Model-View-Controller
technology. Featuring step-by-step guidance and numerous code examples, this book guides
you from basics to advanced topics.Professional ASP.NET MVC 4:Explains how the ASP.NET
MVC framework differs from other "file per page" web frameworksCovers controllers, views,
models, forms and HTML helpers, data annotations and validation, membership, authorization,
security, and routingHighlights essential topics such as Ajax and jQuery, NuGet, dependency
injection, unit testing, extending MVC, and RazorPuts everything in context with a case study of
a real-world, high-volume ASP.NET MVC site: the NuGet GalleryIncludes additional real-world
coverage requested by readers of the previous editionwrox.com Programmer ForumsJoin our
Programmer to Programmer forums to ask and answer programming questions about this book,
join discussions on the hottest topics in the industry, and connect with fellow programmers from
around the world.Code DownloadsTake advantage of free code samples from this book, as well
as code samples from hundreds of other books, all ready to use.Read MoreFind articles,
ebooks, sample chapters, and tables of contents for hundreds of books, and more reference
resources on programming topics that matter to you.Wrox Professional guides are written by
working developers to address everyday needs. They provide examples, practical solutions, and



expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.From
the Back CoverAn updated guide to ASP.NET MVC 4 from an author dream teamLearn
ASP.NET MVC 4, a cutting-edge web framework, from Microsoft insiders and respected
software development community leaders. After a brief introduction to the ASP.NET MVC
framework, the authors dive straight into all the important information you need to build dynamic,
data-driven websites with ASP.NET and the newest release of Microsoft's Model-View-Controller
technology. Featuring step-by-step guidance and numerous code examples, this book guides
you from basics to advanced topics.Professional ASP.NET MVC 4:Explains how the ASP.NET
MVC framework differs from other "file per page" web frameworksCovers controllers, views,
models, forms and HTML helpers, data annotations and validation, membership, authorization,
security, and routingHighlights essential topics such as Ajax and jQuery, NuGet, dependency
injection, unit testing, extending MVC, and RazorPuts everything in context with a case study of
a real-world, high-volume ASP.NET MVC site: the NuGet GalleryIncludes additional real-world
coverage requested by readers of the previous editionwrox.com Programmer ForumsJoin our
Programmer to Programmer forums to ask and answer programming questions about this book,
join discussions on the hottest topics in the industry, and connect with fellow programmers from
around the world.Code DownloadsTake advantage of free code samples from this book, as well
as code samples from hundreds of other books, all ready to use.Read MoreFind articles,
ebooks, sample chapters, and tables of contents for hundreds of books, and more reference
resources on programming topics that matter to you.Wrox Professional guides are written by
working developers to address everyday needs. They provide examples, practical solutions, and
expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.About
the AuthorJon Galloway works at Microsoft as a Community Program Manager. He wrote the
MVC Music Store tutorial and helps manage ASP.NET site content.Phil Haack is a developer at
GitHub, a developer website used by more than a million programmers.Brad Wilson is a
developer on the ASP.NET team and has been a professional software developer for nearly 20
years.K. Scott Allen is the founder of OdeToCode LLC. He provides custom development,
consulting, and mentoring services for clients around the world.Read more
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Adam Fudali, “Pretty good book that covers all major aspects o MVC 4. I gave 4 stars because in
my opinion there should be more about new features of MVC 4 like Web API not just one not too
large chapter. However overall rating is very positive. What I mean is that I would recommend
that book to everyone who wants to extend their knowledge abou new version of MVC.”

A.G.Junior, “A good book to learn MVC4. It is a very good resource to learn MVC 4. From
beginners to experts, this book will have some trick to show for you. I'm trying to start developing
web apps using MVC4, and purchased the book hopping to found in it what I'm looking for, and
this way know how to start using MVC 4 apps.The book looks very good to someone looking for
learn MVC 4, a lot of chapters, full with information about how to create from basic MVC 4 apps
to goods ones.Recomended for those that want to learn MVC 4.”

Graham Hart, “Great book for people new to ASP. Great book for people new to ASP.NET MVC.
Reason for 4 instead of 5 star is because some parts of the book, eg membership section,
introduce you to the topic, then refer you to the author's blog for further details. Why is that
content not in the book?! Also doesn't go into detail on a lot of topics. However having said that,
it's great for people new to the framework.”

dave, “Don't be put off by "Professional" title. Sometimes these "Professional" titles go a little
over my head, either I'm getting much better, or this was pitched a little lower down the tech
scale. Don't get me wrong, this isn't beginner stuff, but doesn't overcomplicate the subject, and
has some great real world scenarios such as XSS attacks to discuss etcI like this series, and this
book just made it better again, worth the wait (am in the UK and could only get on Kindle at the
time of release)”

OddMan360, “This is an excellent book, I am studying to pass the 70-486 .... This is an excellent
book, I am studying to pass the 70-486 exam. As a person that has never used ASP.NET, but
has experience in C#, I found it really easy to follow and it demonstrates ASP.NET, the MVC
pattern, and the Razor syntax very well. A great read, well worth it - I would definitely buy this
book than try to find a decently priced copy of the official exam guide for 70-486.”

The book by Greg Harvey has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 80 people have provided feedback.
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